
Chairman: Kelsi Calvillo ocninetynines@gmail.com Secretary: Sofia Nosratabadi
Vice Chair: Jennifer Walinowicz Treasurer: Jinifer Conover

OC99s Website: https://www.oc99s.org Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/Oc99s

January 4—Business Meeting 6pm via Zoom

January 20—General Meeting 12pm @
National Test Pilot School (Mojave, CA) *RSVP
by January 6th——————————————->

January 27—Speaker Jonna Doolittle Hoppes
11:30am @ Laguna Woods *RSVP by January
23rd

January 28—Southwest Section Winter
Workshop. The Los Angeles 99s Chapter is
hosting the event at the LAX Hilton Hotel.
Register here: https://
sws99s.clubexpress.com/content.aspx?
page_id=4002&club_id=130494&item_id=1816
761

February 1—Business Meeting 6pm via Zoom

March 1—Business Meeting 6pm via Zoom

 Jinelle Graves—First solo flight!

January General Meeting

When: January 20th @ 12pm
Where: National Test P ilot School (Mojave, CA)
RSVP: To Jenn by January 6th.

The National Test Pilot School offers the best total flight test
education and training in the world. NTPS is located in and
uses the finest flight test area in the United States, the R-2508
Complex used also by Edwards AFB and China Lake
NAS. NTPS has modern facilities employing the latest
technologies including specialized laboratories, simulators,
ranges, and telemetry systems. Many of the more than thirty
aircraft operated by NTPS are instrumented for flight test
training and no other school utilizes the variety of specially
acquired aircraft to support flight test training. Flight simulators
are used to bridge the gap between the classroom and the
cockpit to allow students to explore, practice, and ask questions
about flight test techniques before flying in the aircraft. NTPS
has a diverse and extremely experienced staff of instructors.
NTPS instructors come from the top test organizations in the US
and around the globe averaging more than 15 years of flight test
experience and more than 10 years of flight test instructional
experience.

NTPS is the leader in innovative and customized total flight test
training in the world. Innovations include:

 The first accredited test pilot school in the world

 The first test pilot school in the world to achieve EASA ATO
Certification

 The first civilian test pilot school.

 The first to offer the professional course in modules to
improve the student learning experience and to support
continuous professional development.

 The first test pilot school to confer Masters degrees.

 The first to offer Pre-TPS courses to help students prepare/
ramp-up for the very demanding professional course.

 The first test pilot school to make Systems Testing 50
percent of the professional course curriculum.

 The first test pilot school to transition to predominantly
electronic course material delivery.

 The first test pilot school to develop and certify an
Optionally Piloted Aircraft and implement it into the
Remotely Piloted Aircraft Curriculum.

https://www.ntps.edu/about-ntps/why-choose-ntps.html

January 2023

http://jonnadoolittlehoppes.com/
https://www.ntps.edu/about-ntps/why-choose-ntps.html
https://sws99s.clubexpress.com/content.aspx?


Jessica and Mike Gailing welcomed about

forty-five OC Ninety-Nines and guests into

their beautiful new home for our Holiday

Party. Jenn was in charge of RSVPs, and

Tess brought a canopy for outdoor seating.

Fortunately, the weather gods smiled on us

with comfortable temperature and no rain.

As we approached the house, there was a wreath-making station for all of us to be creative and

decorate a wreath to take home – thank you, Jess!

Jess ordered food from her favorite caterer: Chicken Piccata and Sea Bass, rice

pilaf, salad, and a large tray of profiteroles – which didn’t last very long!

Some of our senior members in

attendance gathered around our Living

Legend, Bev Allen.



Irene brought a collection of “aviation treasures” for door prizes, set up on a table outside.

We were each given one numbered ticket, and could purchase additional tickets.

Cookbook note:

“ONCE UPON A TIME there was an Orange County
Chapter of 99s. When it was born it was very tiny
(only 7 charter members) but with careful feeding
and nurturing, it grew. The Chapter was made up of

women (young ladies) who enjoyed piloting their planes around the skies. And, one year
they even designed and published a cookbook, just so they could get out of the kitchen
faster (and go flying) It was a conspiracy right from the start.

They made hex rattles for section, and we all know that these were to keep anyone from
breaking up their neat little group and interfering with their fun. There is nothing these

girls would rather do than bake cookies (to take to the guys in the tower), bake a casserole (for the potlucks we have),
paint (when they are doing it for airmarking), or wash (their airplane), and those with children love to spend time with
them (especially if the children are seated next to them in the airplane.) This is only a small portion of all the great things
the girls in this chapter have done, and I hope you find it amusing as well as informative.”

~Bev Allen

Limited edition Amelia Earhart pen &

ink drawing. From collection of former

OC99, Patty Murray.

“Please know I am quite aware of the hazards. I want to do it

because I want to do it. Women must try to do things as men

have tried. When they fail, their failure must be but a

challenge to others.”

Amelia Earhart

Classic – Ninety-Nine Cooking
Maneuvers

Produced by OC99s
a very long time ago-circa 1969

Santa, this girl has been very good this year!



A Surprise Meeting… ~ Julie Smith

As an aviator in Big Bear since the early 2000s, I have certainly met and heard the names of a
number of the Orange County 99s through the years. When you have such amazing ladies as
Marikay Lindstrom and Patty Murray with second homes in Big Bear, you’re bound to have a
connection. When moving down to Orange County in September, joining the 99s was on my
list.

Attending the Christmas party was a great opportunity to meet more female pilots and such a
fun event. I still have the wreath on my front door!

But the best part of the evening was a meeting with Bev Allen. I heard it mentioned that Bev
was making an appearance at the party. Her name sounded familiar, I assumed from hearing
about the OC 99s over the years. But a thought was forming that wouldn’t go away…was Bev
Allen related to the Allens I had taught in Big Bear?

I made a point of introducing myself to Bev and asking if she had a Big Bear connection. She
answered in the affirmative. Her son, Mike, had lived in Big Bear for years. He had four
children, Bev’s grandchildren – Zach, Seth, Amblyn, and Kelsey, who were some of my all-time
favorite students! It was amazing to meet Bev and hear about what her grandchildren are now
doing.

I am astounded at what a small world it is and how many connections exist. Looking forward to
more connections with the Orange County 99s.

Julie brought Kam, also a pilot from Big Bear



First Solo December 16, 2022 ~Jinelle Graves

On the beautiful day of Friday the 16th, I was able to complete my first
solo, which was an experience I will never forget. Leading up to that day I
had been working hard on my Stage 1 check for my flight school, which
included a written, oral, and flight to pass before being approved to solo.
All three went very well and I was so excited that I got my official
endorsement to solo.

Friday was the planned day to solo since I already had a flight lesson
booked for that day. The weather was great VFR conditions and there
were no restrictions on the pattern at John Wayne. My instructor went up
with me for one lap around the pattern to see the conditions and check to ensure he felt good about sending me off
solo. Before we got our first clearance to take off we were sitting at the hold short line for what felt like forever. I
watched several planes land on 20L and it seemed like the pattern was currently very busy. We were pretty lucky
because it was the end of a few people's lessons by the time I got my clearance to take off and I ended up being number
one or number two in the pattern almost every time with no extension on downwind or upwind.

After our first lap around the pattern, my instructor said I was ready to go and got out of the airplane on the grass patch
next to the taxiway to watch. The nerves started to kick-in the
minute I realized this was actually happening. I knew I was ready
and could do this, but the nervous butterflies were still there. I
taxied back to the runway, where I took a long, deep breath to
calm my mind, and received my clearance to take-off immediately.
I taxied on to the runway and talked to myself out loud as if my
instructor was there. I could notice the difference in hitting rotate
speed faster with less weight; and, it was a surreal experience the
first time I landed the airplane all by myself without my instructor
in the plane. It was not the best landing I have ever had, but it
wasn’t that bad, either.

I felt my next two laps around the pattern were amazing and the landings were
decently smooth. What used to feel like the most daunting task felt like a breeze
when I knew what I was doing and had several hours of practice doing it. It has taken
me a very long time to get to this point in my flight career and after 92 hours I finally
did it!1 I couldn’t be more proud and happy for myself with this accomplishment. This
experience has given me the
confidence that I can do this and I am
so excited to go flying again. I hope to
continue that confidence throughout
the rest of my flight journey. I keep
reflecting on how lucky I am to say
that I accomplished this when this is
something not many people will ever
get to do in their lifetime. We are all
so lucky to share that experience.

1 Jinelle was at a school at KLGB, but had to leave after 50 hours as her instructor was not a good fit. She almost had to start over
again at Sunrise Aviation, though she did have some knowledge and flying skills. Sunrise requires spin training before a student’s
solo, so that added a few hours. But, it's valuable training - and Jinelle enjoyed it. Jinelle said that her experience at LGB was
"unfortunate" but then she found Sunrise (which she likes) and the Ninety-Nines, so she feels welcomed and
supported in her flying. Welcome to the OC Ninety-Nines, Jinelle!



Super Flight Instructor, Shannon Robertson!

Shannon earned her CFI on November 3rd at KLGB after a long complex journey (story in

November, 2022 Plane Tales). Soon after, she and her kids moved back to her beloved

Mammoth Lakes, CA, during her children’s holiday school break.

Shannon immediately jumped into teaching at a flying club at

Bishop Airport, and soloed her first student on December 16th.

On December 24th, Shannon sent this photo of her first student to

pass his PPL checkride – way to go, Shannon!

The flying club got a new addition to their fleet, a beautiful

Cherokee 180 fresh out of 100 hour inspection. So, Shannon took

her kids flying on Christmas to try to find Santa Claus. They didn’t

see him, but saw tracks on the mountains, so maybe . . .



Sharing our Love of Flying ~ Diane Myers

On Monday, December 26th, Ralph and I took our goddaughter, Heather, and her husband, Sean, (visiting from Santa

Cruz) flying. Heather had been in our airplane a long time ago, Sean had never flown with us.

We decided to do a scenic cruise around Catalina because many people have never seen the back side of the island.

Partway across the ocean I looked back to see how our passengers were doing, then told Heather that I’d switch places

with her so she would get a better view.

As we approached the island, Ralph told Heather to take the controls and fly the plane. She overcontrolled at first, being

unaccustomed to operating in 3-D, but soon got the hang of small inputs. A few times she got pretty close to the island,

and the plane warned “Terrain, Terrain.” Heather flew us all the way around Catalina and back toward the southeast

end of the island, then east toward Palomar. As we approached Oceanside, we swapped seats again. Ralph made a

glass-smooth landing at Palomar – which made Sean very happy, as he gets nervous during landings!

After we parked at the hangar, I gave Heather and Sean their cleaning supplies, as it’s the custom for our passengers to

clean all the oil off, under, and behind the engines!



How to Get Yourself Stuck in Ramona ~Jessica Gailing

Whoever thought that I would find myself grounded at RNM with a firefighter a few days before the 99s’ Christmas
Party? This was a great lesson in plane ownership but also in dealing with mechanical issues.

At our airport appreciation night, I met Jay Hill at the fire station. Jay is a pilot
but hadn’t flown in over 20 years. I offered to take him up in my Piper Archer 3
since he learned to fly in Cherokees. Jay was so enthusiastic! I’d never taken a
firefighter up before, but it was an honor having someone who has worked both
sides of the airport. In our flight debrief, I spoke about emergencies on take-off
and landing, how I would resolve them and where I might need his help. He
eagerly responded and after having done the tour and becoming aware of the
situations that the firemen resolved with ease, I felt good knowing my passenger
would jump to assist however he could. I had no clue that Jay would be put to
the test so quickly.

After an uneventful take off and flight, we landed at Ramona. Finding our way to the Chuck
Hall FBO on the field, we hung out and talked to some A&Ps while they idly watched a world
cup game. The problem only arose when we got back in the plane to come home to John
Wayne.

I started the engine without any issue, but just as I was completing my startup checklist, I
look up to notice that my avionics were powering down. I start recording to have an account
of exactly what happens when Jay tells me “Jess, do you hear that?” My heart sunk as I
pulled off my headset to hear metal on metal. As I learned later, this was the starter that
hadn’t disengaged from the flywheel and was clunking its heart away, grinding and shaving
off metal pieces.

Jay and I got out and removed the cowling and started checking out what was going
on. Jay also helpfully ran to the FBO to grab a few of the A&Ps that we were speaking
to earlier. They came out and diagnosed the solenoid and the faulty starter while I
attempted a few phone-a-friends to my CFIs and friends who know far more than I do.
However, when we moved the prop and were able to disengage the starter, I went to
start the plane up again. This time, the second that I hit the main battery, the prop
attempted to turn, even before the starter was engaged. I was clearly in over my
head. It looked as if we were stuck in Ramona!

Thankfully, the kind men at Chuck Hall got us a ride over to AeroMechanix, where Francisco
was able to help us. He graciously took us back to the plane on his tug while I looked at how
expensive an Uber back to Orange County would be. Francisco diagnosed the problem,
checked the battery, and saw that it was dead. He was able to jump the battery and we got
the plane up and running again! The relief that washed over me when the prop started and
there was no metal noise was immense. Jay and I were able to get back to SNA just in time
before the clouds started coming in.

I have to say, Jay was the absolute best person to have with me in this semi-emergency. He
was calm, sprang into action without me having to direct him, and even took the initiative to
call the mechanic shop. I am so grateful to have had him with me. Thank you Jay!

This was a great lesson in plane ownership but also in resourcefulness. I am also very lucky that the incident happened
on the ground, where I was around qualified mechanics and great support. I was so grateful to everyone who came
together to help me get out of this small pickle. The aviation community is so awesome, and I am so appreciative to be a
part of it!



Orange County Ninety-Nines
Scholarships

The Orange County Chapter of the Ninety-Nines International
Organization of Women Pilots® is offering aviation scholarships
to local women.

In 2023, the chapter will award two scholarships honoring our
chapter’s Living Legend, Beverleymae Allen.

The scholarships are to be used by the recipients towards an
advanced rating or training to further their pursuit in
aviation. These are open to Ninety-Nines with memberships
effective February 15, 2023 who will train within 99NMs of KSNA.

Each scholarship is $3,000 and can be applied towards Private Pilot
Certificate, advanced ratings or towards Airframe and Powerplant
(A&P) advancement.

The scholarship will be published January 15, 2023 on our
website: www.OC99s.org. Applications are due May 15, 2023.

Check with our Scholarship Chairman, Irene Engard, for assistance
with this or any other scholarship applications.

https://oc99s.org/orange-county-99s-aviation-scholarship/


Predic�ng Turbulence or…  How to Avoid a Rough Ride!

A�er all of the Santa Ana winds we have had recently, I have been thinking about flying in windy condi�ons.  Higher wind speeds don’t guarantee 
turbulence, but it is frequently there.  Turbulence is something you can run into no ma�er what �me of year it is.  It’s never any fun, and can   
poten�ally be quite hazardous if it’s severe enough.  With a li�le prac�cal knowledge, you can actually predict fairly accurately where you might 
find it, and then take steps to avoid it.

Turbulence sources come in 2 basic categories:  Mechanical and Convec�ve.

Mechanical turbulence is:

• Caused by upslope and subsequent downslope movement of air masses.

• Effect caused when air travels around large obstruc�ons such as hangars, buildings, groups of trees, mountains, 

etc.

• Mountain wave is an example of severe mechanical turbulence.

• It is some�mes indicated by standing len�cular clouds, but only if moisture is present.

Convec�ve turbulence is:

• Caused by hea�ng and cooling of air masses.  Unstable air generally means a bumpy flight.

• Effect found in thunderstorms, near bases and inside of clouds (especially cumulus).

• Associated with frontal ac�vity.

Turbulence intensity is classified in the AIM as follows:

• Light:  Slight erra�c changes in al�tude or a�tude.  Unsecured objects may be displaced slightly.

• Moderate:  Greater intensity than light, but the aircra� remains in posi�ve control at all �mes.  Unsecured objects are dislodged.

• Severe:  Large, abrupt changes in al�tude or a�tude.  Aircra� may be momentarily out of control.  Unsecured objects are tossed about.

• Extreme:  Turbulence in which the aircra� is violently tossed about and is prac�cally impossible to control.  Structural damage may result.

If there are sudden jolts in the turbulence, ATC will refer to this as “chop” or “choppy air.”

In the interest of safe flight in light aircra�, I highly recommend avoiding anything more than moderate turbulence and even that not for long 
as it’s hard on you as well as the aircra�.  If you own your own aircra� and frequently fly in turbulence, when you have your annual           
inspec�on, be sure to look for rivets that have been “working” while the aircra� has been bouncing around.

So now that we’ve reviewed what causes turbulence and its characteris�cs, here’s where you might find it:

• Near areas of wind shear.

• At the bases of and in clouds and near rain/virga cells.

• Near changes in visibility - either surface or flight.  (Look for dust.)

• In areas of rapid temperature change.  If the temperature at cruise al�tude changes ±2° within less than 1 minute (this can be felt).

• If the temperature goes up, expect updra�s.

• If the temperature goes down, expect downdra�s.

• The humidity will o�en change.

• The smell of the air will change.

• When there is a change in airspeed during cruise at a given al�tude (especially no�ceable when on autopilot).

• Except in mountain wave condi�ons, climbing will usually result in a smoother ride.

• Turbulence is o�en stronger near the surface, but not always.  E.g. Clear Air Turbulence at Flight Level 370.



• If the wind direc�on is parallel to the mountain range, less turbulence will be created than if it is perpendicular (think water 
going over rocks in a stream bed).

• Near mountains the following may be expected:

• On the lee side:  more turbulence and downdra�s.

• On the windward side:  less turbulence and updra�s.

With this knowledge in hand, it’s possible during pre-flight to predict where you might possibly encounter turbulence.  There are 
several things to do while planning your flight:

• Look at weather forecasts for the route of flight.

• Check for PIREPs, AIRMETs, SIGMETs and CONVECTIVE SIGMETs.

• See if there is any men�on of wind shear or frontal ac�vity.

• Compare wind direc�on and speed at various al�tudes over terrain to be flown over or passed nearby.

Note:  don't forget that wind direc�on is in degrees TRUE and speed in KNOTS.

It is a smart idea to get the forecast winds alo� for all possible al�tudes you can fly.  You may need them if the ride where 
you are gets too rough.

• Plan the route of flight to avoid as much turbulence as possible, especially for the comfort of passengers.

While you are in flight, you may want to keep the following in mind with respect to turbulence:

• Stay clear of known areas of wind shear.

• The higher the wing loading of the aircra�, the less it will be affected by rough air.

• Minimize control deflec�ons and don't chase al�tude or airspeed.

• Know the “V speeds” of the aircra� so you won’t over-stress the airframe.

• Stay out of the yellow arc if the air is turbulent.

• Know what Va (maneuvering speed) is for your aircra�.

• Know the crosswind landing component for the aircra� and how it handles in turbulence.

• Know personal and aircra� limita�ons; especially on crosswind landings.

• Prac�ce them with an instructor.

• Be ready to go around or to another airport if condi�ons deteriorate.

• If you encounter a lot of turbulence crossing the mountains, consider making a 180° turn, and climbing another 2000’
before a�emp�ng to cross again.

• Get PIREPs and updated briefings.

• Analyze PIREPs according to quan�ty and aircra� type repor�ng.

• One report turned in by a C-172 pilot may be ques�onable.

• Several reports of strong turbulence turned in by air carriers will usually be reliable.

• Pilot experience may determine the exaggera�on level.

• Give PIREPs to the nearest FSS, Flight Watch (122.0) or ATC.

• Even if the air is smooth, that informa�on is useful, too.

• Give turbulence intensity, if any, es�mated wind direc�on and OAT.

Claudia Ferguson

Safety, SFV 99s
FAA Accident Preven�on Counselor

© CK Ferguson 2018



Join us Online

Chapter Website - https://oc99s.org

Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/oc99s

Contact the OC99s - OCninetynines@gmail.com

To a Very Accomplished Woman: All Ninety-Nines

Happy January Birthdays!

1 Brenda Jackson
4 Maddy Mearsch
11 Charlene Hengesh
15 Jinifer Conover
17 Pat Prentiss
20 Barbara Ward
25 Ann Beeghly
25 Diane Titterington-Machado
26 Adrianne O'Brien
30 Tiphani Sach

If we missed your birthday, Happy Belated,
and please send the date to us at OCNinetynines@gmail.com

Thank you to all who have contributed to this issue!
Plane Tales is a collaborative effort. We count on many

to help make it the wonderful newsletter that it is.

Amazon Smile Link - https://smile.amazon.com
Established in 1929 by 99 women pilots, the members of The Ninety-Nines, Inc.®, International
Organization of Women Pilots®, are represented in all areas of aviation today. And, to quote
Amelia, fly "for the fun of it!" OUR MISSION — The NINETY-NINES® INTERNATIONAL
ORGANIZATION OF WOMEN PILOTS® promotes advancement of aviation through education,
scholarships, and mutual support while honoring our unique history and sharing our passion for
flight.

Amazon Smile Link - https://smile.amazon.com


